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The Poisson structure previously introduced by Morrison for the Maxwell-Vlasov equations does not satisfy the Jacobi 
identity. The corrected Poisson structure has been found by Marsden and Weinstein. It is derived by standard construc- . 
tions in symplectic geometry and therefore satisfies the Jacobi identity . 

. In ref. [1] it was shown that the Maxwell-Vlasov 
equations for a collisionless plasma in an electromag
netic field could be written in hamiltonian form in 
terms of a Poisson bracket structure on the space of 
functionals F(f, E, B). In this reference it was claimed 
that the Jacobi identity had been proven for the terms 
of the Poisson structure which produce Maxwell's 
equations in vacuum and the Vlasov equation without 
acceleration. These terms are correct. It was also indi
cated that the Jacobi identity had not been proven in 
complete generality for the terms which provide cou
pling between the Maxwell and Vlasov equations. Al
though the electric field coupling term is correct, the 
magnetic field coupling term is in error. 

This note contains an example which points out 
how this magnetic field coupling term causes the 
Jacobi identity to fail. This means, for example, that 
the Poisson bracket of two constants of the motion 
may not be a constant of the motion. Following the 
example, we correct this error along with several ad
ditional minor errors contained in ref. [1]. 

1 Present address: Department of Physics and Institute for 
Fusion Studies, University of Texas at Austin, Austin, TX 
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The example depends upon the following simple 
consequence of the Jacobi identity {F, {G, H}} 
+ {G, {H,f}} + {H,{F, G}} = 0: if {F, G} = 0, then 
{F, {G,H}} = {G, {F,H}} for allH. If F(f,E,B) 
and G (f, E, B) depend upon B alone, they satisfy 
{F, G} = 0 because the lower right hand box of ma
trix (8) ofref. [1] is zero. 

Now let F(f,E, B) = f B 1(x) dx, G(f,E,B) 
= f B2(x) dx, andH(f,E,B) = frp(x, u)f(x, u)dxdu, 
where rp is a function of x and u to be chosen later. 
Evaluation of the Poisson brackets (only the upper 
right and the lower left boxes of (8) have nonzero 
contributions) gives: 

f ( arp arp) 
{F, H} (f, E, B) = v3 aVI - VI aV3 f dx d lJ , 

f( arp arp) 
{G, H}(t, E, B) = VI aV2 - v2 aVI f dx d lJ . 

But the operators V3a/aVI - VI a/av3 and VI a/aV2 
- v2a/avl do not commute. Specifically, 

{F, {G,H}} - {G, {F,H}} (f,E,B) 

J'( arp arp ) = v3--v2- fdxdlJ. 
. aV2 aV3 
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Choosing ¢ = v2, for example, gives J v3f dx dt), 
which is a non-zero functional off. 

The corrected Poisson bracket was found by 
Marsden and Weinstein [2] by using standard con
structions in symplectic geometry. It follows from 
general theory that the corrected bracket necessarily 
satisfies the Jacobi identity. This is of great utility 
since direct proofs can be quite lengthy and difficult. 

The corrected bracket is obtained by setting pJ--+2 
and Pi--+1 to zero in eqs. (8), (10) and (11) ofref. [1], 
and adding 

eCi. [afCl. a ] --B· -X-Co) 
m2 at) au 

CI. 

to the upper left-hand diagonal entry of eq. (8). Equiv
alently, one must add to eq. (10) the term 

Additional errata for ref. [1] are: 
Page 384, column 2, paragraph 2, line 3 should 

read: " .. .invariant and a bilinear bracket ... ". 
The usual Poisson bracket in the upper left-hand 

diagonal entry of eq. (8) should be divided by mCl.. 
The first term of eq. (10) and eq. (12) should con

tain an mCi. in their denominators. 
The hamiltonian fIe following eq. (12) should 
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read 

if E = "E f H't(z)fCl.(z) dz 
CI. Rl 

In the next to last line of the paper H~ = ... should 
be replaced by H~(3 = -eCl.e(3/ Ir -r' I . 
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